Deans’ Distinguished Visiting Professorship
2019 Winter/Spring Schedule

January 17th, 2019, 1:00pm
Insup Lee, PhD
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
"The Internet of Medical Things: Personalizing Medicine in an Impersonal World"
PCAM A-CC Level
Host: PSOM and Center for Healthcare Improvement and Patient Safety

January 30th, 2019, 12:00pm
Boris Striepen, PhD
Penn Vet
"Cryptosporidium, a leading cause of global child mortality"
CRB Austrian Auditorium
Host: PSOM and the Department of Microbiology

February 14th, 2019, 12:00pm
Peggy Compton, PhD/RN/FAAN
School of Nursing
"Peri-operative opioids: Are we setting patients up for pain?"
Robert Dunning Dripps Library
Host: PSOM and the Department of Anesthesiology

April 23rd, 2019, 12:00PM
Morgan Hoke, PhD/MPH
School of Arts and Sciences
"Growing Babies, Growing Inequalities: A Biocultural Examination of Infant Growth and Health in Rural Highland Peru"
Room 253, Biomedical Research Building
Host: PSOM and the Department of Medical Ethics & Health Policy

May 23rd, 2019, 12:00pm
Kelly Jordan-Sciutto, PhD
School of Dental Medicine
"Role of the Integrated Stress Response in Dysfunction of Multiple CNS Cell Types in HIV Associated Neurocognitive Disorders"
CRB Austrian Auditorium
Host: PSOM and the Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics

More Information at: PennMedicine.org/ResearchIntegration
Deans’ Distinguished Visiting Professorship
2018 Schedule

March 27th, 2018, 3:00pm
Nancy Hodgson, PhD/RN/FAAN
School of Nursing
"Enhancing Quality of Life for Individuals Living with Dementia and Their Family Caregivers: The Role of Biobehavioral Interventions"
BRB Gaulton Auditorium / Lobby
Host: PSOM and Institute on Aging

April 11th, 2018, 8:00am
Bart DeJonghe, PhD, BS
School of Nursing
"Why do drugs that make us better make us sick?"
Smilow 9th Fl Seminar Room
Host: PSOM and Abramson Cancer Center

May 10th, 2018, 4:00pm
Eleni Katifori, PhD
School of Arts and Sciences
"Vascular networks: a physicist’s perspective"
CRB Austrian Auditorium
Host: PSOM and the Department of Physiology

June 25th, 2018, 12:00pm
Andrew Vaughan, PhD
School of Veterinary Medicine
"Dysplastic or Euplastic: Unexpected Players in Lung Regeneration After Influenza Injury"
CRB Austrian Auditorium
Host: PSOM and Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine

November 6th, 2018, 4:00pm
George Hajishengallis, DDS/PhD
School of Dental Medicine
"Molecular mechanisms and host-modulation therapies in mucosal inflammatory disease"
CRB Austrian Auditorium
Host: PSOM & Institute for Immunology

November 12th, 2018, 12:00pm
Henry Daniell, PhD
School of Dental Medicine
"Oral delivery of protein drugs - enhance affordability and patient compliance"
Smilow Research Classroom 10-146
Host: PSOM, ITMAT, SPATT, and CT3N

More Information at: PennMedicine.org/ResearchIntegration